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Abstract: The Transport Safety Board of Canada wrote in their Marine Investigation Report No.
M09W1093 [1] that “The absence of a detailed, mutually agreed-upon passage plan deprives
bridge team members of the means to effectively monitor a vessel’s progress, compromising the
principles of BRM.” In a majority of cases when a pilot is boarding a ship for an arrival, the time
for the master pilot information exchange is by far too short. It is unrealistic to think that detailed
master/pilot information exchange and planning (according to IMO resolution A960 [2]) can be
performed and agreed at the pilot boarding place. Except for the dynamic topics like weather and
traffic etc., the master/pilot information exchange should be done in advance by both parties. To
facilitate this, Carnival Corporation & Plc. Group has allocated significant resources for
conducting bridge simulator assisted port risk assessment studies for ports from around the world.
This risk assessment program is managed by and executed at CSMART, the Carnival
Corporation’s maritime training facility in The Netherlands. One of the primary objectives of this
program is to develop pilotage plans on a bridge simulator together with bridge teams (consisting
of captains and senior officers from Carnival’s fleet) and local port pilots (when available to
participate). In 2017, port risk assessment studies for 21 ports from around the world were
successfully executed at CSMART. In 2018, a similar program is already underway. In this paper,
the methodology used at CSMART for creating pilotage plans on bridge simulators will be
discussed and its benefits and challenges will be highlighted.
Keyword: Pilotage plan, waypoint route, manoeuvring plan, bridge simulators, critical
navigational elements, shared mental model

1. Methodology
This section describes the methodology that has been developed at CSMART for creating pilotage
plans on bridge simulators.

1.1 Organization
Every port risk assessment study at CSMART is conducted by a team that consists of CSMART
representatives, Captains and senior officers from Carnival Corporation’s fleet, local port pilots and
subject matter experts from the industry.

Fig. 1 Participants of a Port Risk Assessment Study

Our subject matter experts (SMEs) come from diverse backgrounds:
 Active pilots
 Retired pilots
 Ex-cruise ship captains
 Retired cruise ship captains
 ECDIS and Risk assessment experts from the maritime industry
For every port under consideration, the whole team spends 5 days at CSMART doing approx. 25 hours
of full mission bridge simulations and 15 hours of brainstorming and debriefing. The findings
including the developed pilotage plans are reported and disseminated across Carnival fleet thus
providing decision makers with critical information and supporting evidence.

1.2 Identification of Critical Elements and Planning
At the beginning of the port study, various hazards in the port are identified and based on these
hazards, certain critical elements are defined. Critical elements are navigational parameters (i.e. ship’s
speed, drift angle, distance to obstructions etc.) that must be closely monitored for effectively
executing a manoeuvring plan. For example:
 If breakwater head is a hazard, distance to breakwater head and passing speed are critical
elements.
 If channel width is a hazard, drift angle is a critical element.
Critical elements must be defined so that they can be effectively monitored and controlled by the
bridge team using visual and digital methods while executing arrival or departure manoeuvres. Once
they are defined, ‘planned zones’ and ‘no go limits’ are specified as follows [4]:




An interval of planned values that represent the normality of operations. If everything goes
according to plan, none of the planned values would have been exceeded.
No go area/values that cannot be exceeded (i.e. non-navigable waters, breakwaters, speeds
beyond or below which it is impossible to control the vessel). If the no go value is exceeded,
then the ship is either aground, has had an allusion or collision.
The reserve that is the difference between planned values/areas and no go values/areas. It
represents the safety margin available for a specific critical element. The reserve can be used
intentionally, in order to reasonably adapt to unplanned situations (i.e. traffic, changes in
environmental conditions etc.) or not intentionally because of conning errors.

Fig. 2 Planned, Reserve and No Go zones
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The idea is that planning critical navigational elements in terms of an interval of values rather than
single values may remove the ambiguity to intervene during execution of the plan. An example is
shown below:
Hazard

Critical Element

Planned Zone No Go Limit

Passing the breakwater head

Ship Speed

5 – 7 kn

<3 kn or >9 kn

Fig. 3 Defining critical elements in terms of interval of values
Defining planned zones and no go limits follows the philosophy that a plan must have limits. Without limits, it is
unclear for a bridge team member when to intervene. The space between the planned zones and the no go limits
is the ‘reserve’ which can be utilized in abnormal circumstances, but only after the person with the conn has
made his/her intentions clear. These zones must be clearly displayed on ECDIS at all times. Permitting
reasonable use of reserves provides necessary flexibility and discretion to the person conning the vessel in
confined waters.

1.3 Creation of pilotage plans
The pilotage plan is the foundation for the navigation control process. Clear and visible (on ECDIS)
limits must be defined in the plan as they form triggers for when the bridge team should intervene.
Following steps are used to create pilotage plans:
 Critical navigational elements are identified (as described in section 1.2)
 Planned, reserve and no go zones are defined for all the critical navigational elements (as
described in section 1.2).
 Based on these elements, a waypoint based route plan and a manoeuvring plan is made. It is
critical that this plan is prepared together with the ship officers and port pilots.
 Where applicable, a commit point is identified and clearly visualized on pilotage plans.
A part of pilotage plan that was developed at CSMART for large cruise ships arriving at Steinwerder
pier in port of Hamburg is given in Figure 4 & 5 below. This plan was prepared together by our
Captains and local port pilots using our bridge simulator at CSMART. Pilotage plans prepared and
presented in this format are very useful for pre arrival/departure briefing between the bridge team
members and for master pilot exchange.

Fig. 2 Route plan – Steinwerder Pier – Port of Hamburg [3]
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Pilotage Plan Overview Arrival

Comments
WP04a – Swinging circle
diameter= 450m
From WP04a to WP06:
Planned Corridor:
West of track= 55m
East of track= 100m
Planned Speed= 2-3 kts
astern
From WP06 to WP07:
Planned Corridor:
SW of track= 30m
NE of track= 40m
Planned Speed=
0.5-1.5 kts astern

WP06 – turn around the
Kaiser Wilhelm Höft
At the turn by WP06, the
following details are
crucial to observe in order
to achieve a successful
manoeuvre:

- longitudinal speed
- lateral speed fwd &
aft
- the position of the
vessel throughout
- distance from the
corner at
“Ellerholzhöft” using
the distances from the
Pilots;
(160m/100m/50m)
- final heading only
allows for a drift angle
of 4 deg (66m swept
path)
Fig. 3 Manoeuvring plan – Steinwerder Pier – Port of Hamburg [3]
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1.4 Simulation and Risk Assessment – Check the Plan
Various arrival and departure runs are executed on the simulator in normal and limiting metocean
conditions and the developed route and manoeuvring plan is adjusted and refined as the simulations
progress. A detailed risk assessment is conducted for every simulator run. The overall risk assessment
is divided into three parts:
 Numerical Risk Assessment: Every simulator run is analyzed to assess how much power and
manoeuvring margin the ship had in reserve during the run. Power reserves are estimated by
calculating engine, steering, thruster and tug exploitation during the run. Manoeuvring margin
reserve is estimated by measuring minimum passing distance between the ship and all the
identified hazards and also by measuring ship’s speed and drift angle in critical sections of the
manoeuvre. The lesser these reserves are available, the higher the probability that the
manoeuvre can become unsafe. What this means is that if weather changes suddenly during
the run or if the navigator makes a steering error or if a command is misinterpreted by the
helmsman or the tug master, there should be enough power and manoeuvring margin in
reserve to take corrective actions.
 Nautical Risk Assessment By Bridge Team and Pilot: For nautical risk assessment, the
participating pilots and bridge team members are asked to individually fill a risk assessment
form after every simulator run. In the form, they rank risk levels based on their professional
judgment and their experience. The form also gives bridge team and pilot an opportunity to
comment about various issues faced during the run and to mention specific risk mitigation
measures. They are also asked whether they will do this manoeuvre in reality under the same
weather conditions. They make an overall risk assessment of a simulator run based on the
scale given in Figure 4.
 Final Risk Assessment By SMEs: SMEs observe each simulator run and conduct debrief with
the bridge teams and pilots after each run. They control the run schedule to ensure all
appropriate scenarios are assessed. At the end, all the numerical and nautical risk assessment
results are provided to the SMEs. This is done using the risk assessment form for every run.
Log files of all the runs are also provided to the SMEs. They can use these files to replay any
recorded run. By using all the supporting data and by using their professional judgment, SMEs
give a final risk score to each run. They make the final risk assessment of a simulator run
based on the scale given in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 Risk scale used by bridge team and pilots (left) and SMEs (right)
When a run made under certain metocean condition is assessed with a final risk score of 3, 4 or 5, risk
mitigation measures are identified. When appropriate, the residual risk is assessed by repeating the run
with the previously identified risk mitigation measures in place.
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Commit point identified in the plan is assessed on the simulator by making abort runs in extreme
metocean conditions. If the runs are not successful, the commit point position is changed and tested
again until a satisfactory and mutually agreed (between bridge team and pilots) position is identified.

1.5 Defining Operational Envelope
The operational envelope is defined by metocean (wind, current, waves or swell) limits with the final
(or residual) risk assessment score of 3 or less. For these limiting metocean scenarios, risk mitigation
measures (including the use of tugs) are stated when appropriate. Risk assessment score of 4 or 5
indicates elevated risk level and under these conditions, the bridge team is advised to reassess their
decision to call or abort the call of this port. An example of operational envelop of a large podded
cruise ship while arriving and departing Steinwerder Pier in Port of Hamburg is shown in Figure 7
below.

Fig. 5 Operational Envelope – Large Podded Cruise Ship – Steinwerder Pier (Hamburg) [3]
The final conclusion of the study is that arrival and departure manoeuvres can be conducted with
moderate or lower risk by using the developed pilotage plan when the metocean conditions are within
the defined operational envelope. For conditions outside this envelope, a commit point is also
identified.

2. Benefits
It's a unique opportunity for bridge teams and local port pilots to work on a ship's bridge together
without the stresses of real world operations. They spend one week together at CSMART developing
and testing pilotage plans for a specific class of conventional and/or podded cruise ship while entering
and leaving a specific port. This strengthens the pilot-bridge team working relationship and develops a
'shared mental model' between them which is critical for the safety of navigation. The outcome of this
one week simulation study are the following:
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Generic hazards and navigational challenges of the port are identified
A waypoint based route and manoeuvring plan is made and tested on the simulator
Critical elements are identified and ‘planned zones’, 'reserve' and ‘no go limits’ are estimated
and tested on the simulator. Using these elements, navigation can be conducted according to
pre-determined parameters
Risk assessment of arrival and departure manoeuvres in various metocean conditions is done
which results in a mutually agreed operational envelope
Issues like commit point and contingency plans are investigated
Best practices between bridge teams and pilots are shared
The findings are reported and disseminated across Carnival fleet thus providing decision
makers with critical information and supporting evidence

3. Challenges
Developing pilotage plans on a simulator comes with its own set of challenges. A few of them are
highlighted below:

3.1 Nautical Charts
Ideally, all the simulations should be done using official ENCs on an ECDIS. The bridge team and the
pilots are used to working with these charts on ECDIS, so familiarization time is less. In reality, ships
can only use official charts for navigation. So a plan made using these charts is more useful and easily
comprehensible.
But there are several limitations in using official ENCs on a simulator. First of all, most official charts
are locked for any editing (British Admiralty charts are locked but NOAA charts are open for
example). So modifying them to add an upcoming pier or adding new bathymetry data is not possible.
Also, using official charts for simulations can lead to mismatch between visuals and charts.
For developing pilotage plans at CSMART, we buy unlocked charts from Transas when open official
ENCs are not available. This way, we can insert high density bathymetry data (when provided by port)
in the charts which is critical for developing these plans.

3.2 Wind Definition
The wind used in most simulators is the 10 min mean wind measured at 10 m height. This is because
most wind coefficients are measured in wind tunnel tests which use meteorological wind as reference.
This wind speed is not equal to the wind speed read from the wind indicator of the ship which depends
on various parameters in real world (height and position of anemometer, design of hull, wind
direction, handling of wind data by anemometer, local topography etc.). This means that it’s very
difficult to use meteorological wind as reference for any operational use. When we are doing
simulations with 20 knots wind in the simulator, we regularly get feedback that the ship reacts as it
would in 25 knots wind. This is because 20 knots meteorological wind can easily translate to 25 knots
or higher wind speed at cruise ship’s anemometer and all officers use this wind as reference.
So any simulation results from a bridge simulator should very clearly highlight this limitation.

3.3 Human Factors
To verify the operational limits, simulation runs made at the upper end of the operational envelop
should be repeated 2-3 times using different navigator each time. This will add resilience into the risk
assessment and planning processes because using the same bridge team for multiple days on a
simulator means they can become very good at the repetitive task. But this is not always possible due
to constraints of simulator time and money. A new bridge team requires significant familiarization
time with the equipment, ship model etc. before they can make simulation runs confidently.
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3.4 Presentation of results
At this moment, it is not possible to provide plug and play pilotage plans to our ships due to
limitations of the ECDIS. Routes can be freely exchanged between simulator and ships but user chart
objects (swing area, text, navigation lines and marks etc.) are difficult to exchange. And plug and play
solution should not be the intension. Pilotage plans developed on a simulator should be presented in a
report format which should be used as a guideline and should never be enforced. This is particularly
important when there is difference between official chart data and charts used during simulations
(which can sometimes be more updated than official charts).

3.5 Scope
The pilotage plans developed on a simulator must not be directly used for navigation and they do not
replace appropriate voyage planning as required by company policies. These plans form a very good
benchmark to base the actual plan on as they have been developed together by a very experience team
consisting of ship’s officers, local pilots and subject matter experts. The plan developed on the
simulator must be adjusted and fine-tuned during real world operations to account for the prevailing
weather conditions and traffic in the port.
It’s very easy to overcomplicate or oversimplify the pilotage plans made on the simulator which can
make them unsuitable for operational use. The number of critical elements should be kept in check to
keep the plan relevant. There is no need to create a separate plan for every possible wind direction and
for flood and ebb current. It’s best to try to create a plan that works in most conditions (for most
common wind direction for example) and leave the final fine-tuning to the adaptive capacity of the
ship’s officers and pilots. The planned navigation zones should be made wide enough to account for
different wind and current scenarios and at the same time leave room for a reserve area. The person
conning the ship can decide to stay on upper limit of the planned zone for a certain wind condition and
on lower limit for another condition. These detailed guidelines can accompany the pilotage plan
separately.
Another thing to consider is if the pilotage plan is applicable to only certain classes of ships. This is
normally the case as ship’s capabilities can be very different.

3.6 Limitations
For making pilotage plans for operational use on a bridge simulator, there are many things that must
be carefully considered. The result of the simulation are directly related to:
 Quality of the ship models
 Quality of the port database
 Capabilities of the bridge simulator
 Availability of detailed wind data (including local shielding areas) and tidal current data
(2D/3D time and spatially varying current model).
 Competence of the participating team.
CSMART is part of Carnival Corporation with a fleet of over 100 ships, which makes it possible for
us to request the ships to do certain controlled manoeuvers and record the generated data enabling us
to fine-tune our simulator models. Carnival Corporation also has three Fleet Operation Centers where
real time position, control and weather data from ships in its fleet are recorded. This data can also be
used to fine-tune the ship models for simulations.
Including high density bathymetry in port databases is critical for getting useful results from
simulations. The No Go areas, the bank effects, squat calculations etc. depend on correct modelling of
bathymetry. To do this is a big challenge on a simulator. Different ports provide bathymetry data in
different file formats and in different coordinate system. The person developing the port database
requires hydrography knowledge and software.
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